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Makoto Ando received his doctorate of engineering in electrical
engineering from Tokyo Institute of Technology in 1979. He
subsequently joined NTT and was engaged in the development of
antennas for satellite communication. He moved to Tokyo Institute of
Technology in 1982 and is currently a Professor and Executive Vice
President for Research.
His main interests have been field and waves in radio science, especially
high frequency diffraction theory, the design of waveguide planar arrays,
and millimeter-wave antennas for future wireless communication. He
plays a leading role in the promotion of a wide range of applications of
millimeter-wave wireless communications in Japan.

Makoto Ando

Executive Vice President for
Research
Email:
mirai@jim.titech.ac.jp

Professor Ando is a fellow of IEEE and an honorary member of The
Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers
(IEICE), Japan. His international activities have included service as
president of the IEEE Antennas and Propagation Society, vice president
of the International Union of Radio Science (URSI), and chair of the
ISAP International Steering Committee.
Recognized by the IEICE with the Distinguished Achievement and
Contributions Award, he has also received the Inoue Prize for Science,
both the Meritorious Award on Radio and the Meritorious Award on
Contributions to the Promotion of Computerization from the Minister of
Internal Affairs and Communications (MIC) and the 2016 Culture Award
from the Japan Broadcasting Corporation (NHK).

I am Kazuhiro Ema, professor of physics at Sophia University. My
research field is optical physics, optical properties of solids, and
photonics.
We study the following topics experimentally:

1. Optical properties of semiconductors, organic-inorganic hybrid
materials.

2. Photonic and light localization effects in semiconductor nano

Kazuhiro Ema

Professor, Vice President for
Academic Research Affairs
Email:
k-ema@sophia.ac.jp

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

structures.
Carrier dynamics in hybrid perovskite solar-cell materials
Carrier dynamics in photocatalytic materials.
Ultrafast relaxation dynamics of excited states in solids
Generation and control of coherent phonon in semiconductors
Optical properties and electron-transfer mechanism in
supramolecules.
Ultrafast optical pulse control and its application for optical
communications.
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As Executive Vice President with the international portfolio, Prof.
Sanae-I. ITOH is responsible for determining and executing Kyushu
University’s international strategy. She was awarded her BSc. in Physics
(1974), MSc. in Physics (1976), and DSc. in Physics (1979) by the
University of Tokyo. Also, she was awarded Alexander von Humboldt
Research Prize on plasma physics (1998) as well as Docteur Honoris
Causa from Université de Provence (2006).

Sanae-I. Itoh

Executive Vice President
Email:

Her research area covers the wide range of plasma physics. The
confinement theory, low-frequency micro and macro instabilities and
associated transports in high temperature magnetically confined plasmas:
Theory of RF wave heating, current-drive, associated transport and
cross-field flux control; Transport study of non-thermal particles; Theory
of edge plasmas and diverter physics; Theory of H-mode transition and
bifurcation phenomena; Electric field and structural formation; Nonlinear
theory of plasma turbulence and associated anomalous transport; Theory
for nonlinear, far nonequilibrium state of high temperature plasmas.
Dynamo theory in space plasmas.
The Itoh Project Prize was established in 2005 at the European Physical
Society (EPS) Conference on Plasma Physics in honor of Prof. ITOH
and has been supported by Institute of Physics (IOP), UK. Every year an
outstanding PhD student is awarded the prize and a travel grant to visit
Kyushu University.

Leif A. Kirsebom, born in 1953 is a Professor in Biology and the Vice
Chancellor's advisor on international affairs at Uppsala University. He
received his PhD degree in Molecular Biology at Uppsala University
1985. After a post-doctoral training 1986 through 1988 in Nobel
Laureate Dr S. Altmans laboratory at Yale University, USA, he started
his own research group at Uppsala University 1989. His research
interests are within the fields of RNA biology, mycobacteria among
which the causative agent of tuberculosis belongs, and development
of new antibiotics. During 1998 to 2011 he served as the head of the
Department of Cell and Molecular Biology, and since 2012 he is the
director of the Biomedical Center, at Uppsala University. He is also
involved in teaching classes in microbial genetics. Together with a
collegue he started Bioimics AB, a small research company devoted to
the development of new antibiotics.

Leif Kirsebom
Professor

Email:
Leif.Kirsebom@icm.uu.se
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Professor Kitamori is Professor in the Department of Applied Chemistry,
School of Engineering, the University of Tokyo. He was Vice President
of the University of Tokyo after serving as Dean of Faculty and Graduate
School of Engineering. He has received numerous honors for innovative
research, its area including Micro/Extended-Nano Fluidics, ExtendedNano Space Chemistry, and Applied Laser Spectroscopy.
He was a founding member of domestic academic society
CHEMINAS(society for Chemistry and Micro-Nano Systems) and
international conference organization CBMS and ISMM.

Takehiko Kitamori

He was awarded an Honorary Doctorate from Lund University in 2016.
He served as board members of “Lab on a Chip”, “Analyst” and others.

Professor

Email:
kitamori@icl.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp

Norimasa Morita is Vice-President for International Affairs at Waseda
University since November 2014. He obtained his BA and MA degrees
at Faculty of Letters, Arts and Sciences of Waseda University, majoring
in English literature, and completed his second MA at University of
Kent. Completing all course work for Ph. D. at Kent in 1985, he earned
his Ph. D. in English in 1990. His specialty is literary theory, film theory
and cultural theory, and his many publications include, Marginalia;
English Literature Concealed (1999), Britain and Japan: Biographical
Portraits (2011-2014), World Literature and Japanese Literature (2013)
and translated works of Zygmunt Bauman, Terry Eagleton and Richard
Sennett.

Norimasa Morita

Vice President for International
Affairs
Email:
mirai-swjp@list.waseda.jp

Morita joined Waseda University in 1986 and became Professor in
literature and film studies in 1997, moving to School of International
Liberal Studies when it was newly established in 2004. He served as
dean of the school between 2010 and 2014, where he worked with the
help of its faculty and administration staff to make it one of the leading
liberal arts schools in Japan and Asia, developing innovative curriculum,
expanding students exchange and promoting international research
collaborations. Now as Vice-President for International Affairs, he is
in charge of running international programmes and Waseda offices and
research centre abroad, managing partnerships with institutions overseas,
furthering research collaborations between faculty and Ph. D. students.
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My research focuses on how the individuals in work and daily life
are influenced by, and interact, with the physical environment and
deals primarily with problem areas such as fatigue, distraction and
performance.
A large part of my research has looked at environments characterized
by excessive noise and/or vibration, such as those found when operating
trucks, aircraft and heavy machinery, performing industrial and forestry
work, and working in preschool environments. Using both field studies
and work in simulated environments, research has shown that the
interaction between the sensory environment, the work performed and
the individual can have adverse effects on both cognition and health.

Gregory Neely
Associate Dean

Email:
gregory.neely@umu.se

Related research areas include how simulators can be used to train
operators to deal with complex and dangerous environments, as well as
how acquisition and development of environmental intolerance occurs in
individuals sensitive to noise or chemical odors.

Stacey Ristinmaa Sörensen is a professor of physics at Lund University
and head of the Division of Synchrotron Radiation Research. She is a
member of the board of Lund Laser Centre and has previously held a
number of other board positions, including at the Swedish Research
Council and as vice-chair of MAX IV. She has also been a member and
chair of the evaluation panel for molecular, cell and material research at
the Council for Research Infrastructure (RFI). For six years she was prodean of the Faculty of Science.

Stacey Ristinmaa
Sörensen
Deputy Vice-Chancellor

Email:
stacey.sorensen@rektor.lu.se
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Professor Mats Viberg received the PhD degree in Automatic Control
from Linköping University, Sweden in 1989. He has held academic
positions at Linköping University and visiting positions at Stanford
University, Brigham Young University and Georgia Institute of
Technology, USA. Since 1993, Dr. Viberg is a professor of Signal
Processing at Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden, where he
has also served as Chair of the Departments of Applied Electronics
and Signals and Systems. Since 2011, he holds a position as First Vice
President at Chalmers.

Mats Viberg

First Vice President
Email:
mats.viberg@chalmers.se

Professor Yoshihito Watanabe is a prominent chemist and the Vice
President for International Affairs at Nagoya University.
He earned a Ph.D. from the University of Tsukuba in 1982, after
obtaining a B.Sc from Tohoku University. Yoshihito started his academic
career in the US, first at the University of Michigan as a postdoctoral
fellow and then at the Princeton University as a research staff member.
In 1987, he returned to Japan to work as an assistant professor at
Keio University. His career before joining Nagoya University as a
full professor in 2002 also includes appointments at the Institute for
Molecular Science, Kyoto University and the National Chemical
Research Laboratories in Tsukuba.
In recent years, his research interest has focused on the molecular design
of metalloenzymes on the basis of reaction mechanisms of the targeted
Yoshihito Watanabe
Vice President International Affairs metal catalyzed reactions, including 1) the alteration of substrate
specificities of cytochrome P450s to utilize them as biocatalysts in
synthetic chemistry, 2) the construction of peroxygenase by employing
Email:
myoglobin framework having functional amino acid residues near the
yoshi@nucc.cc.nagoya-u.ac.jp
heme active site, and 3) utilization of protein cages such as apo-ferritin
to prepare a Pd nano-cluster in apo-ferritin to introduce hydrogenase
activity, as well as a series of organometallo-apo-ferritins which
catalyzed Suzuki coupling and polymerization of phenylacetylene.
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Dr. Akimoto obtained Ph.D. degree (2000) in Clinical Immunology
from University of Tsukuba in Japan. After serving as Research
Associate (2000-2004) in the Graduate School of Art and Sciences at the
University of Tokyo, he received his post-doctoral training (2003-2005)
in Department of Cardiology at Duke University Medical Center in the
US. Dr. Akimoto moved to Waseda University in 2005 and launched
his independent research. Then he moved to the Graduate School of
Medicine at the University of Tokyo as Assistant Professor (2007-2016).
During this period, he spent one year at University of Padova as Visiting
Professor. Dr. Akimoto joined Faculty of Sport Sciences, Waseda
University as Professor in 2016. Dr. Akimoto is known for his expertise
in animal and cell culture models of mechanical stress and his research
on muscle in health and disease. He has authored more than 100 peerreviewed articles and book chapters.

Email:
axi@waseda.jp

Håkan Fischern
Professor

Email:
hakan.fischer@psychology.su.se

I am Professor of Biological Psychology and head of the Department
of Psychology at Stockholm University. I am also associate professor at
Karolinska Institutet and affiliated to Aging Research Center. My primary
area of research is individual differences in emotion processing and brain
function, with a specific focus on aging and gender differences. Current
research lines here are: (1) The development of Artificial intelligence (AI)
that accurately can read and interpret emotional expressions in faces and
voices together with researchers at Departments of Psychology at SU
and University of Florida, Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm
(KTH) and Swedish Institute of Computer Science (SICS), (2) The
study of the effect of sleep deprivation on emotional processing and its
neurobiological base together with researchers from Stress Research
Institute and Karolinska Institutet, (3) The effect of social stress in
young and older adults together with Stress Research Institute, (4)The
effect of oxytocin on socio-emotional processing and its neurobiological
basis in younger and older people together with researchers at University
of Florida and University of Gothenburg, (5) The study of individual
differences in recognition of socio-emotional information and training
of the ability to detect socio-emotional information, and finally (6)
Emotional regulation focused on habituation and extinction in younger
and older adults.
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Morten Fjeld’s research activities are situated in the field of HumanComputer Interaction with a focus on tangible and tabletop user
computing. In 2005, he founded the t2i Interaction Lab at Chalmers,
Sweden. He holds a dual MSc degree in applied mathematics from
NTNU (Trondheim, Norway) and ENSIMAG (Grenoble, France), and
a PhD from ETH (Zurich, Switzerland). In 2002, Morten Fjeld received
the ETH Medal for his PhD titled “Designing for Tangible Interaction”.
In 2011, he was a visiting professor at NUS Singapore, in 2016 and
2017 at Tohoku University, Japan, and from 2016 an adjunct professor at
University of Bergen, Norway. Morten Fjeld also has extensive industrial
experience in the areas of fluid mechanics, simulators, and user interface
design.

Morten Fjeld
Professor

Email:
fjeld@chalmers.se

The main aim of Professor Ingelsson’s research is to increase our
understanding of the neurotoxic mechanisms in the Alzheimer’s disease
and Parkinson’s disease brain and utilize this knowledge to develop
novel therapeutic and diagnostic applications for these disorders. His
research thus has a translational character where both immunotherapy
and gene therapy approaches against pathogenic protein species are
being evaluated on cell and animal models for the respective disorders.

Martin Ingelsson
Professor

Email:
martin.ingelsson@pubcare.uu.se
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Susanne Iwarsson is professor in gerontology at the Faculty of Medicine,
Lund University, Sweden. She has a PhD in medical science (1997)
and is Doctor Honoris Causa at Riga Stradins University, Latvia.
She is a registered occupational therapist experienced in geriatrics
and primary care. Her Active and Healthy Ageing research group is
concentrating on environmental gerontology integrated with health
sciences and neuroscience, studying the ageing individual’s and
population’s opportunities for activity and participation in society. Her
interdisciplinary publication profile comprises close to 200 scientific
original publications and many other scholarly contributions. She
been the main or co-supervisor of 19 completed PhD degrees and six
licentiates, in Sweden and abroad, and has PhD students ongoing. She
is the Director of the Centre for Ageing and Supportive Environments
(CASE), Coordinator of the Swedish National Graduate School for
Competitive Science on Ageing and Health (SWEAH), and President of
the Swedish Gerontological Society (SGS).

Email:
susanne.iwarsson@med.lu.se

I am currently appointed as a deputy head for patient referrals and
consultations at university hospital. My original background is geriatric
medicine and research interest covers broad topics from dementia to
healthcare policy for older people.
Having started career of a researcher from behavioural and biochemical
neuroscience in early years, after having dedicated to the study of
neuroimaging using functional MRI modalities in the UK, recent
research interests are directed towards various clinical topics related
to healthcare in old age from prevention of falls, rehabilitation,
pharmacotherapy to health & social care policy.

Yusuke Suzuki
Associate Professor

Email:
yus@med.nagoya-u.ac.jp

Ageing
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eleonor.antelius@liu.se.
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Eleonor Antelius is a medical anthropologist who received her PhD
in Health and Society from Linköping University (LiU) in 2009. She
currently holds a position as senior lecturer in Aging and Social Change
with a focus on communication and dementia at the Department of Social
and Welfare Studies at LiU. She also holds a position as deputy director
at the Center for Dementia Research at LiU. Her research primarily
concerns communicative disorders in relation to meaning making
processes and being able to maintain/uphold a sense of self. Social
interaction, identity, embodiment, ethnicity & cross-cultural perceptions
and experiences of illnesses and aging are all central concepts in her
research. She has initiated and coordinates the international research
network Different Dementias as well as she is elected president of the
Nordic Research Network on Ethnicity and Dementia. Her most recent
publications include the edited volume ‘Living with dementia: relations,
responses and agency in everyday life’ (Palgrave McMillan 2017) as
well chapters in books ‘Multilingual Interaction and Dementia’ (2017)
and forthcoming book ‘Social Research Methods in Dementia Studies:
Inclusion and Innovation’(Routledge). She also publishes continuolsy in
peer-reviewed international journals such as Cross-Cultural Gerontology
and Ageing & Anthropology.

My thesis is about care and services at home for persons with dementia.
My next research project is about palliative care in nursing homes.

Christina Bökberg
University Lecturer

Email:
christina.bokberg@med.lu.se
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Rong Fu., is Ph.D. candidate at Graduate School of Economics of
Waseda University and research associate at Faculty of Political
Science and Economics, Waseda Univeristy. Her recent studies focus
on the socio-economic determinants and outcomes of health capital’s
accumulation among middle-aged and older people and the longterm care policy arrangements. She received her M.Ec. from Waseda
University.

Rong Fu

Research Associate
Email:
nataliefu1988@aoni.waseda.jp

Masahito Hosokawa obtained his Ph.D. degree in Engineering from
Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology with Prof. Tadashi
Matsunaga in 2010. After a postdoctoral training at Shizuoka cancer
center between 2011 and 2013, he joined Haruko Takeyama laboratory
at Waseda University in 2013 and started single-cell research as a JSTPRESTO researcher in 2015. His research is interested in developing and
applying novel techniques for single-cell genomics and transcriptomics.
His analytical tools would help understanding the mechanism of geriatric
diseases and contribute to biological and medical science of ageing.

Masahito Hosokawa
JST PRESTO Researcher

Email:
m.hosokawa@aoni.waseda.jp
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My present research interest focuses on exosomes, small 100 nm
vesicles secreted from cells. Exosomes carry biomolecules such as
DNA, RNA, proteins, lipids and small molecules etc. and protect them
from degradation. Such character enables exosomes to work as cell-cell
communication tools. Recent discoveries have uncovered exosome’s
important roles on variety of biological phenomena and diseases. In
this seminar, I will introduce the exosomes secreted from aged cells
(senescent cells) and their inhibitory roles on cancer cells. I am so
excited to join this MIRAI project and looking forward to meeting you,
future friends and collaborators in aging and different fields in Sweden
and Japan.

Mariko Ikuo

Assistant Professor
Email:
ikuo@hiroshima-u.ac.jp

Susanne Kelfve has a PhD in Sociology from Stockholm University
and a background in Sociology and Statistics. She is currently working
as a postdoctoral research fellow at Linköping University, Department
of Social and Welfare Studies, Division Ageing and Social Change
(ASC). Susanne is also affiliated to the Social gerontology group at
Aging Research Center, a research center in joint collaboration between
Karolinska Institutet and Stockholm University.

Susanne Kelfve
Postdoc

Email:
susanne.kelfve@liu.se

Susanne wrote her thesis about the methodological challenges in
population surveys of very old people. Her focus was on consequences
of non-representative study samples for different health related
outcomes, both for prevalence rates and for measures of social health
inequalities.
Susanne´s postdoc project is about Life course diversity and inequality
in later life, based on extensive Swedish registry information and
European survey data, such as EU-SILC. Currently, Susanne is also
involved in research projects focusing on end-of-life and the fourth age.
One primary research question is how the last time in life differ between
different sociodemographic groups.
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I am a post-doc researcher in the HEARTS (Health, Ageing and
Retirement Transitions in Sweden) project at the Department of
Psychology at the University of Gothenburg. My research focus in on
social inequalities and health trajectories across retirement transitions
and work after retirement. In a previous project, I published a book on
the challenges of delaying retirement in Europe, the United States and
Japan. Generally, I am interested in country comparisons and the role of
the institutional level for active ageing.

Stefanie König
Postdoc researcher

Email:
stefanie.konig@psy.gu.se

I have a strong research interest in care of older people across the
continuum of care and my goal is to contribute to an innovative
and active research environment with a broad focus on ageing, care
ethics, equality, justice and health. My previous research experience is
from interdisciplinary research groups, with a clear focus on personcentredness and equal opportunities for older people to lead the kind
of lives they want to lead. I enjoy interaction with older people and
aged care staff who participate in research, and look forward to forward
projects with participatory research designs.

Qarin Lood
Postdoctor

Email:
qarin.lood@neuro.gu.se

Ageing
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Position and research experiences
•
2013-present Associate Professor. Department of Geriatric Medicine,
Graduate School of Medicine, The University of Tokyo
•
2008-2013 Lecturer. Department of Geriatric Medicine, Graduate School of
Medicine, The University of Tokyo
•
2005-2008 Assistant Professor. Department of Geriatric Medicine, Graduate
School of Medicine, The University of Tokyo
•
2005-2006 Senior Specialist. Medical Education Division, Higher
Education Bureau, Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and
Technology (MEXT), Japan
•
2001-2005 Postdoctoral Fellow. Department of Cellular and Molecular
Medicine, University of California, San Diego, USA, (PI: Christopher K.
Glass M.D., Ph.D.)
•
1995-1999 M.D./Ph.D. Graduate Course of Reproductive, Developmental
and Aging Science, Graduate School of Medicine, The University of Tokyo
•
1993-1995 Intern, The University of Tokyo Hospital, Department of
Internal Medicine
•
1987-1993 Undergraduate Course, Faculty of Medicine, The University of
Tokyo
Awards and honors
•
2012 Best Staff Award of The University of Tokyo Hospital
•
2010 President’s Award of The Japan Society of Adult Diseases
•
2006 Tokyo Medical Association Scientific Award
•
2003 The Endocrinology Society Travel Grant Award
•
1996-1999 Japan Society for the Promotion of Science Research Fellowship
for Young Scientists

My research and teaching involves perception, memory and emotion,
with a focus on how the sense of smell, olfaction, affects these processes.
My research team investigates whether olfaction provides an early
marker for dementia, why it is so hard to name odors, if smell-based
video games can be used for brain training, and how odors might affect
social processes. To address these issues, we use a variety of behavioral
and brain activity methods. In 2017, I am a visiting researcher at New
York University Medical Center.

Jonas Olofsson
Associate Professor

Email:
jonas.olofsson@psychology.su.se
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Geriatrician, Lecturer, Department of Geriatrics, Nagoya University
Hospital.
Rearch thema; Long-term care system, community medicine, dementia

Joji Onishi
Lecturer

Email:
j-onishi@med.nagoya-u.ac.jp

Mojgan Padyab
Associate Professor

Email:
mojgan.padyab@umu.se

Mojgan Padyab is Associate Professor in Social Work and affiliated
with Centre for Demographic and Ageing Research (CEDAR) and
Police training at Umeå University as well as Stockholm University
Demography Unit (SUDA). She has a background in statistics and
a master degree in Public Health. Her research focuses on health
determinants over the life course and within a broader context of
ageing using large scale Swedish population registers. Currently, she
has joint collaborations with Boston University, USA (studying social
services, treatment and other interventions for alcohol and narcotics and
resulting health outcomes - a longitudinal research program), Stockholm
University, Sweden (ageing well - individuals, families and households
under changing demographic regimes in Sweden) and Complutense
university of Madrid, Spain (living alone among older women: a
comparative analysis).
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My research interest is translational regulation in skeletal muscle (and
aging), including the signaling axis and speed of translating ribosomes.
Genes are regulated at different layers. Some genes are controlled at
transcription level, though others are dependent on translation. To find
out unique translational regulation and new players in translation, I take
advantage of genome-wide transcriptional and translational analysis
(RNA-Seq and ribosome profiling) and network analysis of the big data
(co-expression network analysis).

Hiroaki Sako
Postdoc

Email:
hiro353@gmail.com

Steven Schmidt

Scientific Coordinator
Email:
steven.schmidt@med.lu.se

The speed of translating ribosomes is not constant. Many factors,
including codon bias, tRNA and amino acid availability, or mRNA
secondary structure, affect ribosome movement. It has also been known
that modification of codon usage does change not only the translation
speed but the folding and structure of nascent proteins. However, in a
physiological situation it is still unknown to what extent such ribosome
dynamics influences the quality of proteins.

Steven Schmidt, Scientific Coordinator at the Centre for Ageing and
Supportive Environments (CASE) at Lund University, received his
PhD in medical psychology in the USA in 2005. After coming to
CASE several years ago, his research has focused on relationships
among the environment, health/function, and psychosocial factors in
the ageing population. Taking a predominately public health approach
using multi- / inter-disciplinary teams, he applies methods from clinical
trials, epidemiology, and health economics modelling. To increase the
impact of research, projects also collaborate with users (e.g. government
agencies, policy makers, industry, older people, etc.). Ongoing projects
1) TECH@HOME focuses on reducing carer burden using technologies
in homes of people with dementia; 2) Housing and Health along the
Process of Ageing explores relationships between perceived and
objective aspects of the home environment, psychosocial factors, and
functioning; 3) Patterns of Public Transport Use as We Age examines
relationships between personal resources, availability of transport
options, choice of transport used, and impact on well-being; 4) UserAge
program, Steven leads a large panel study to examine attitudes related to
user participation in research on ageing and health. 5) In collaboration
with Keio University, School of Science for Open and Environmental
Systems, he is working on studies related to the impact of cold indoor
housing temperature on older people’s health.
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I have a scientific background in Philosophy, Computer Science and
Public Health. I have also former professional experience as consultant
in data management and programming.

Björn Slaug

Research Engineer
Email:
bjorn.slaug@med.lu.se

My research mainly concerns the development of methods supporting
societal efforts to make the built environment accessible for all,
regardless of functional capacity. An accessible environment promotes
activity and participation and is thereby also important for the population
health. Among other things I have been involved in a large EU funded
project concerning social innovations (InnovAge, 2013-2015). This
project aimed at developing new practical solutions that enable older
people to take on a more active and influential role in how current and
future housing is built, renovated and adapted to support a healthy
ageing. The project resulted in prototype of a mobile application, ready
for pilot testing.
Current projects include the development of a new assessment tool for
the accessibility of entrances in the public environment and research
on accessibility issues in people with neurological disorders such as
Parkinson’s disease and long-standing spinal cord injury.

Anna Sundström is an associate professor of psychology at the
Department of Psychology, Umeå University, and at the Centre for
Demographic and Ageing Research (CEDAR), Umeå University. Her
research interests concern mainly the relationship between lifestyles and
environmental factors and their impact on cognition, cognitive ageing,
and dementia diseases.

Anna Sundström
Associate Professor

Email:
anna.sundstrom@umu.se
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Extracellular vesicles, microRNA and telomere in aging. Circulating
non-coding RNA for Biomarker in age-related disease. Risk assessment
of age-related disease using telomere G-tail length and microRNA.

Hidetoshi Tahara
Professor

Email:
toshi@hiroshima-u.ac.jp

I am a Ph. D. student. My research topics are senescence and
microRNAs which are small functional RNA to modulate target
mRNA expressions. I am going to introduce the senescence regulating
microRNAs I identified by phenotypic screening. I am looking forward
to discussing with you. Nice to meet you.

Yuki Yamamoto
PhD student

Email:
yyamamoto@hiroshima-u.ac.jp
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Yoshiyuki Kageyama - Hokkaido University
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Studies of soft matter with two main topics: thermal and mechanical
properties of polymers and polymer nanocomposites, and dynamics
and structure of collapsed ice and ice clathrates. A special feature of
the studies is the use of pressure as a variable to investigate and modify
materials.

Ove Andersson
Associate Professor

Email:
ove.b.andersson@umu.se

1) Development of luminescent metal complexes based on the
photophysical chemistry
2) Preparation and photophysical analysis of semiconductor
nanoparticles
3) Fabrication of photonic devices using luminescent metal complexes
and nanoparticles

Yasuchika Hasegawa
Professor

Email:
hasegaway@eng.hokudai.ac.jp
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Ulf Karlsson is full professor in Materials Physics at Linköping
University and Chair of the Department of Physics, Chemistry
and Biology at the same University. He is also full professor at
the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) in Stockholm. His
present research areas are surface structure and electron structure
research with scanning tunneling microscopy/spectroscopy
and synchrotron radiation spectroscopy, time-resolved laser
photoelectron spectroscopy and electron dynamics, and synthesis
and characterization of functional oxides. Professor Karlsson is
author or co-author in over 200 scientific articles and another 200
conference contributions on synchrotron radiation research, thin
film physics and surface physics, and he has received over 70
personal invitations to conferences. Among other memberships
and responsibilities, professor Karlsson is the chair of RöntgenÅngström collaboration with Germany, and is or has been member
of several national or European boards and evaluation groups.

Email:
ulf.karlsson@liu.se

Nobuo Kimizuka received his Ph.D. degree in 1990 on the excitonic
chromophore interactions in molecular self-assemblies with Prof.
Toyoki Kunitake at Kyushu University. After working as a postdoc
with Prof. Helmut Ringsdorf at Mainz University, he was promoted to
an associate professor in 1992 and a full professor in 2000. He was a
principal investigator of JST CREST (2007–2014) and is currently the
director of Center for Molecular Systems (CMS), Kyushu University.
From 2016, He received appointment as Senior Program Officer of
Research Center for Science Systems, JSPS. He received Kao Research
Initiative Award, Wiley Award (The Society of Polymer Science, Japan),
The Chemical Society of Japan Award for Creative Work, The Award
of the Society of Polymer Science, Prizes for Science and Technology,
The Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology.
His work encompasses the synthesis, structure, properties, and functions
Nobuo Kimizuka
of molecular self-assemblies and nanomaterials with the recent focus
Professor
on the development of molecular systems chemistry in the areas of
supramolecular energy conversion, photon upconversion by taking
Email:
n-kimi@mail.cstm.kyushu-u.ac.jp advantage of triplet energy migration in molecular self-assemblies and
functional ionic materials.
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My research interests focus on materials exploration for novel
spintronic (spin-based electronic) and multiferroic materials, e.g.,
giant magnetoresistive and gigantic magnetoelectric oxides. For nextgeneration spintronic/electronic devices, we design and synthesis a wide
variety of oxide compounds including 3d transition metals, which often
show the intriguing functionalities due to strong electron correlation.
To realize an unconventional functionality, we investigate external field
control of electronic phases in oxide compounds: magnetic (electric)
field control of electric-polarization or resistivity (magnetization).

Hideki Kuwahara
Professor

Email:
h-kuwaha@sophia.ac.jp

Aleksandar Matic is a professor of physics at Chalmers University of
Technology and director of the Chalmers Area of Advanced Materials
Science. The research spans from fundamental investigations of glass
formation, gelation and colloidal aggregation to applied projects on new
electrolytes for Li-batteries and fuel cells. A particular interest is towards
new electrolytes and electrode materials for towards Li-slufur batteries.

Alexandar Matic
Professor

Email:
matic@chalmers.se
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Mr. Daisuke Baba was received the B. E degrees in faculty of science
from Waseda University, Tokyo Japan, in 2009.
Also, he was received the master course degrees in Nano Science &
Engineering from Waseda University, Tokyo Japan, in 2011.
He is now a doctor course student of Waseda University.
His research interest icludes material engineering and material chemistry.

Daisuke Baba

PhD course student
Email:
ajackaidai322@gmail.com

Marta Bally is assistant professor at the department of Physics, Chalmers
University of Technology (Gothenburg, Sweden). She studied Materials
Science an obtained her PhD at ETH Zurich (Switzerland). During this
time, she also spent 5 month as a guest researcher at the University
of Tokyo (Institute for Industrial Sciences). Her PhD project was
concerned with the development of bioanalytical assays for protein
microarray applications. She joined Chalmers University of Technology
in 2010, first as a postdoc and then as an assistant professor (2013).
Between 2013 and 2015 she was also a Marie Curie fellow at Institut
Curie (Paris, France).

Marta Bally

Assistant Professor
Email:
bally@chalmers.se

In her research, she adopts an interdisciplinary approach, using concepts
from material science, chemistry and biotechnology to develop
and implement new bioanalytical assays to investigate the role and
function of cellular membranes. Current research questions are mainly
centered on the mechanisms of interaction between virus particles and
membranes. Using in vitro models of the cell membrane in combination
with fluorescence microscopy and single particle tracking, her group
currently investigates the molecular mechanisms modulating the
binding and release of herpes simplex viruses from the cell surface.
Other activities include the design of new vaccine vectors as well as the
development of bioanalytical assays to test antiviral drugs, vaccines, or
to detect viruses and exosomes.
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Stefano Bonetti leads the Ultrafast Dynamics in Condensed Matter
group at the Department of Physics at Stockholm University. His
research efforts concentrate on the use of coherent radiation (terahertz
radiation, femtosecond laser and x-rays generated at free electron lasers)
to drive, probe and control materials at ultrafast time scales and far from
equilibrium. Particular focus is dedicated towards the understanding of
spin and lattice dynamics in condensed matter.

Stefano Bonetti
Associate Professor

Email:
stefano.bonetti@fysik.su.se

Per Eklund

Associate Professor
Email:
per.eklund@liu.se

He obtained a Ph.D. in Materials Physics from KTH - Royal Institute
of Technology, in Stockholm, Sweden in 2011. From February 2012
to July 2014 he served as a postdoctoral scholar in the group led by Jo
Stöhr and Hermann Dürr at Stanford University and at SLAC National
Accelerator Laboratory. In August 2014 he joined the Department
of Physics at Stockholm University, and in November 2014 he was
awarded one of the International Career (INCA) Grants, co-funded by
the Swedish Research Council and EU's 7th Framework Programme,
for the research project "THz spin control". In September 2016, he was
awarded an European Research Council Starting Grant for the project
"Understanding the speed limits of magnetism", which will be funded
during the period 2017-2022. Since January 2017, Stefano has a tenured
position (Associate Professor equivalent) at Stockholm University.

Per Eklund established his research group as tenure-track assistant
professor in Linköping in 2009, recruited from a postdoc at Århus.
Today tenured associate professor, he has established himself as an
internationally recognized scientist at the forefront of the wider area of
thin-film ceramics for energy applications. Notable contributions are
the nitride [see review Eklund et al. J. Mater Chem C 4, 3905 2016]
and oxide thin films for thermoelectrics and fuel cells [e.g., Adv. Electr.
Mater. 1, 1400022 2015, Adv. Energy Mater. 3, 923 2013, J Appl Phys,
113, 046101 2013, Thin Solid Films 624, 41 2017]. Eklund has made
large contributions in developing thin-film growth of Mn+1AXn phases
and their properties [see reviews Eklund et al Thin Solid Films 518,
1851 2010 and J. Phys. D. 50, 113001 (2017)]. A most recent highlight
is the formation of novel noble-metal-intercalated MAX phases with
extreme temperature stability as Ohmic contacts to SiC, for applications
in sensors and high-power devices [Fashandi, …, Eklund, Nature
Materials 16, 814 2017].
Eklund holds an ERC Starting Grant, the SSF Future Research Leaders,
and Wallenberg Academy Fellow, as well as innovation-oriented projects
with industry. He is Deputy Director of the VINNOVA Competence
Center FunMat-II, and extensive international experience with extended
visits in France, US, China and India. Eklund has ~120 published articles
with ~2700 citations and an h index of 28, and is Editor of Vacuum
(Elsevier).
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Assistant Professor
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Toshinori Fujie is an Assistant Professor of Waseda Institute for
Advanced Study, Waseda University. He received his PhD (Engineering)
from Department of Life Science and Medical Bioscience, Graduate
School of Advanced Science and Engineering, Waseda University
in 2009. He spent postdoctoral periods at the Italian Institute of
Technology and Tohoku University, and served as an Assistant Professor
of the Faculty of Science and Engineering, Waseda University. He is
concurrently serving as a PRESTO researcher of the Japan Science and
Technology Agency since 2015. He envisages the development of soft
electronics for body digitization by integrating printed electronics and
polymer nanosheet technology. The information management from
external body will be utilized not only for electronic health records but
also for triage tags in a disaster situation or implantable biodevices for
diagnosis and therapeutics. Towards the regenerative medicine society,
the implantable electronics will realize the health management of
patients in transplantation, home therapy and rehabilitation, consistently.

Feng Gao received his PhD from the University of Cambridge (UK)
in 2011, followed by a Marie Curie postdoc fellowship at Linkoping
University. He received the ERC Starting Grant in 2016. His group
focuses on the research into solution-processed energy materials and
optoelectronic devices, mainly based on semiconducting polymers and
metal halide perovskites. He has published over 60 scientific papers in
high-profile journals, including Science, Nature Photonics, PRL, etc.
These publications have attracted over 3000 citations.

Feng Gao

Associate Professor
Email:
fenga@ifm.liu.se
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Stephen Hall graduated from Leeds, UK, with a PhD in geophysics and
after a postdoc at Heriot-Watt University (UK) he moved to Grenoble,
France, where he developed methods for 3D and 4D micro-structural
characterisation of material properties and processes using x-ray,
neutron, optical and ultrasonic methods. Hall is currently working on
3D and 4D micro-structural material characterisation based on a wide
portfolio of techniques, including with x-rays using MAXIV laboratory
and the 4D Imaging Lab. Key interest areas are granular-/geo-mechanics,
experimental mechanics and image analysis.

Stephen Hall
Senior Lecturer

Email:
stephen.hall@solid.lth.se

I am conducting research on defects in crystalline materials for energy
application including power device materials and thermal management
materials. I am truly fascinated by the defects in crystalline materials
because the very small amount of error in the atomic configuration often
governs the macroscopic properties of the materials. I would like to
contribute the advances in the technology for human beings based on my
research interest.

Shunta Harada
Lecturer

Email:
shunta.harada@nagoya-u.jp
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Shinjiro HAYAKAWA received his Dr. Eng. in 1991 from the University
of Tokyo. He has developed a scanning X-ray microprobe by using
aspherical total reflection mirrors, and he has utilized the developed
microprobe for trace element analysis and X-ray absorption fine
structure (XAFS) measurements. After his carrier in the University of
Tokyo as a research associate, he was appointed to an assistant professor
at Hiroshima University in 1999. He started XAFS measurements in
the soft X-ray region, and the he has been managing one beamline in
synchrotron light source in Hiroshima University. A sample can be
placed in He environment, and X-ray fluorescence and conversion
electrons from the sample can be simultaneously detected. The difference
of probing depth between two signals can be utilized for depth selective
measurements. He became a professor of Applied Chemistry in 2014.
He works both synchrotron radiation and conventional X-ray sources,
and he is interested in downsizing instruments he has developed with the
conventional X-ray sources.

Materials Science, Solid-state Chemistry, Superconductors,
Semiconductors, Ionic conductors, high pressure synthesis, neutron
scattering

Soshi Iimura

Assistant Professor
Email:
s_iimura@mces.titech.ac.jp
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Dr. Yasuhide Inokuma is an Associate Professor at the Division of
Applied Chemistry, Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University. He
received his B.S. in 2004, M.S. in 2006, and PhD in organic chemistry
in 2009 from Kyoto University under the supervision of Prof. Atsuhiro
Osuka. In his Ph.D. research work, he first achieved the synthesis of
tripyrrolic porphyrin macrocycle called ‘subporphyrin’.

Yasuhide Inokuma
Associate Professor

Email:
inokuma@eng.hokudai.ac.jp

He started his academic career in 2009 as an Assistant Professor at
the University of Tokyo (Prof. Makoto Fujita group). He was also a
researcher of the PRESTO (Precursory Research for Embryonic Science
and Technology) project of Japan Science and Technology Agency (JST)
from 2013 to 2017, during which he was promoted to a Lecturer in 2014.
At the University of Tokyo, he mainly worked on X-ray crystallographic
study using porous coordination crystals and developed ‘the crystalline
sponge method (Nature 2013)’ collaborating with Prof. Makoto Fujita.
In 2016, he moved to Hokkaido University as an Associate Professor.
At Hokkaido University, he runs a research group of structural organic
chemistry as a principal investigator.
His current research interests include synthesis, and structural analysis of
polyketones, macrocyclic compounds, and hollow organic architectures,
design and application of porous crystals, and supramolecular chemistry
using organic chromophores.

Hanna Isaksson
Associate Professor

Email:
hanna.isaksson@bme.lth.se

Hanna Isaksson conducted her doctoral studies focusing on
mechanobiological modeling of bone regeneration, in a collaborative
project between AO Research institute in Davos, Switzerland and
Eindhoven University of Technology, the Netherlands. After obtaining
her Ph.D. degree in 2007, she spent three years as a post-doc at
University of Eastern Finland, Kuopio, Finland, working on experimental
methods to determine bone quality in metabolic bone diseases,
specifically in aging bone such as osteoporosis. In 2011 she returned to
Sweden for a faculty position at Lund University, where she now has an
associate professorship in Biomedical Engineering. Her biomechanics
research group is focusing on tissue and materials characterization of
musculoskeltal tissues, specifically in age related diseases, as well as in
functional imaging of bone, and improvement of bone quality during
fracture repair. She has authored over 80 peer-reviewed scientific papers,
and is currently the vice president of European Society of Biomechanics.
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Yoshiyuki Kageyama is interested in the construction of chemical
systems that mimic biological phenomenon. Chemical processes in living
things are attractive in that sophisticated organic reactions show high
efficiencies and substrate specificities in their unique thermodynamic
behaviors under nonequilibrium states, and in their mechanical functions
realized by the cooperation of molecular motions. This incorporates the
fields of organic chemistry, thermodynamics and mechanical physics.
With this in mind, Yoshiyuki is interested in the creation of biomimetic
behavior in chemical systems using artificial small molecules. His
representative works are the creation of a reaction system that produces
self-assembly autocatalytically (Chem. Commun. 2010, 46, 8791-8793
DOI:10.1039/C0CC02758H), and the realization of an auto-oscillatory
motion and its autonomous locomotion of molecular co-crystals (Angew.
Chem. Int. Ed. 2016, 55, 8239-8243 DOI:10.1002/anie.201600218).
Besides these recent accomplishments, Yoshiyuki has been investigating
molecular behaviors in the macroscopic dynamics of self-assemblies
and developing new methodologies (e.g. Soft Matter 2015, 11, 35503558; Chem. Eur. J. 2016, 22, 8669-8675; Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2014,
53, 11253-11256). Currently, he is involved in a study on the creation
of dissipative self-organized dynamics of molecular assembly driven
by molecular machines to achieve and to create autonomously working
materials under nonequilibrium conditions.

Junghwan Kim received the Ph.D. degree in materials science from
Tokyo Institute of Technology, Tokyo, Japan, in 2016. He is currently
working as an Assistant Professor in the department of Materials Science
and Engineering at Tokyo Tech. His research interests are related to
optoelectronic devices based on amorphous oxide semiconductors, e.g.
Oxide TFTs, Light-emitting device, and so on.

Junghwan Kim
Assistant Professor

Email:
JH.KIM@mces.titech.ac.jp
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Dr. Toyoki Kunitake has focused on the field of Materials Science and
discovered synthetic bilayer membranes. He is credited with developing
various methods for bilayer membrane immobilization, synthesizing
two-dimensional polymer and two-dimensional ultrathin silica films
using thin layer structures built by organic molecular assembly as molds,
and developing a technique for manufacturing large, free-standing
nanostructured thin films. His molecular self-assembly is widely
recognized as one of the most useful concepts in advanced materials
design. He is a recipient of various awards and honors, including the
Chemical Society of Japan Award, Japan Academy Prize and Person of
Cultural Merit.

Toyoki Kunitake
University Professor

Email:
kunitake@ruby.ocn.ne.jp

Erik Lewin

Associate Senior Lecturer
Email:
erik.lewin@kemi.uu.se

My field of research is inorganic solid state chemistry, and in particular
materials chemistry applied to thin films. Within this field my primary
interest is to understand the structure-property correlation of materials,
and to be able to design new materials using this knowledge combined
with an understanding of the synthesis processes. My research is focused
on inorganic thin films, and in particular nitride and carbide coatings
synthesised by magnetron sputtering, which enables the synthesis of
metastable phases otherwise hardly obtainable. This has successfully
been combined with a wide range of material analysis techniques to
determine the structure and properties of the samples and thereby find
the structure-property correlations. In my projects a wide range of
analytical techniques are employed, however my personal expertise is
mainly within X-ray photoelectron spectrosopy (XPS, or ESCA) and
X-ray diffraction (XRD).
I am presently leading research activities on complex nitride coating
materials within the inorganic research programme at the Department of
Chemistry - Ångström laboratory.
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Marianne Liebi is Assistant Professor in Materials Science in the
Department of Physics at the Chalmers University of Technology, since
August 2017. Before that, she worked as a Scientist at the MAX IV
Laboratory, Lund University, where she has a continuing affiliation. The
focus of her research is in the development of advanced X-ray imaging
techniques and their application towards materials with hierarchical
structures. Her main expertise is small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)
imaging in 2D and 3D as well as ptychographic nanotomography.
The current research projects involve the structural and mechanical
characterization of biomimetic hierarchical nanocomposites as well as of
industrial injection-molded plastics. In addition, several collaborations
are ongoing in the characterization of bone and soft tissues using X-ray
imaging. With a background in food science, she started using smallangle neutron scattering (SANS) for the characterization of soft-matter,
namely of magnetic alignable self-assembly structures during her PhD,
received from ETH Zurich, Switzerland in 2013. As a Post Doc in the
coherent X-ray scattering group at the Swiss Light Source (SLS), she
worked on method development in SAXS imaging.

I graduated from Umeå University in 2011 with a PhD degree in
materials science and organic optoelectronics. Thereafter, as a research
associate, I joined JILA (*) where I developed instrumentation for
spectroscopy of materials using ultrashort pulses of coherent x-rays
from the process of high-harmonics generation; a position funded by the
Swedish Research Council. Since 2015, I am an assistant professor and a
group leader at Umeå University.

Piotr Matyba

Assistant Professor
Email:
piotr.matyba@umu.se

My current research combines materials science with ultrafast
photoemission spectroscopy. My group has just established a new
laboratory where we use time-resolved two-photon photoemission
spectroscopy to investigate dynamics of optical excitations in materials
and at interfaces relevant to solar energy research. We use advanced
surface science instrumentation to in-situ grow and characterize films
and interfaces of materials that we study. Currently, we have focused
on organic (carbon-based) semiconductors that are known as good
absorbers of solar energy and can be coupled to silicon. We study how
these semiconductors must be coupled to enable an efficient and prompt
transfer of energy to silicon. Our goal is to invent hybrid (silicon-organic)
interfaces that will advance current solar energy technologies.
(*) JILA is a joint institute at the University of Colorado and the
National Institute of Standards and Technology in Boulder, USA.
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My work involves photosynthetic energy harvesting, ‘Electronicplants’ and bacterial energy harvesting since I came to the Laboratory of
Organic Electronics of Linköping University in the end of 2015. With
the use of innovative electrically and ionically conducting polymers we
are trying to pour a fresh new impetus into the underrepresented plantsand bacteria based bioelectronics.

Gábor Méhes

Postdoctoral researcher
Email:
gabor.mehes@liu.se

I obtained the doctor's degree in environmental earth science of
Hokkaido University in 2004. During doctoral course, I also held the
post of JSPS fellow. After graduation from the school I belonged to
Department of Chemistry at Nagoya University as JSPS researcher
for one year. Then he served as assistant professor in Department of
Physical Science at Osaka Prefecture University from April of 2005 to
March 2010. I have been served as associate professor in Department of
Chemistry in Hiroshima University. My main work is the development
of the functional molecular materials such as molecular conductors,
magnets, and dielectrics.

Sadafumi Nishihara
Associate Professor

Email:
snishi@hiroshima-u.ac.jp
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Dr. Omar Omar (BDS, PhD, Associate Professor) has a background in
dentistry and he is currently an associate professor at the Department of
Biomaterials, University of Gothenburg. He did his PhD in 2010, at the
University of Gothenburg, with a thesis on the biological mechanisms
of osseointegration. He has pioneered the field of cellular and molecular
understanding of the material-tissue interface and has been dedicated to
the underpinning research on material-tissue interactions. His research
area includes factors regulating inflammation, bone and tissue formation
and remodeling at the tissue-biomaterial interface. He has published the
scientific data in the most prestigious journals within the field, including
5 papers in Biomaterials. Altogether, he has 28 papers, published as peerreviewed original articles. Further, he has contributed to 5 Reviews and
Book chapters; 12 peer-reviewed Conference Abstracts (As presenter
during the last 7 years); 17 Invited Lectures at national/international
conferences, symposia and courses.

Email:
omar.omar@biomaterials.gu.se

Toshikazu Ono was born in Oita, Japan in 1983.
He earned his MS degree in 2007 from Kyushu University under the
guidance of Prof. Seiji Shinkai and PhD in 2010 from Kyushu University
under the guidance of Prof. Kazuki Sada, where he studied functional
polymeric materials and supramolecular chemistry.

Toshikazu Ono
Assistant Professor

Email:
tono@mail.cstm.kyushu-u.ac.jp

He then moved to Stanford University as a postdoc in Prof. Eric T. Kool
group (April 2010 – December 2011) and Osaka University as a 2nd
postdoc in Prof. Takashi Hayashi group (January 2012 – August 2012),
where he studied synthetic biology, chemical biology and bioinorganic
chemistry. He was appointed as an Assistant Professor of Kyushu
University from August 2012 in Prof. Yoshio Hisaeda group.
His is currently focused on the development of functional soft-matters,
photofunction crystalline materials and bio-inspired catalytic systems
based on supramolecular chemistry and coordination chemistry.
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Anders Palmquist is an Associate Professor at the Department of
Biomaterials, Sahlgrenska Academy at University of Gothenburg. The
main research focus of his group is on the correlation between implant
characteristics, tissue healing and the resulting biomechanical properties
of the bone integrated implants. He is working with the development
and implementation of novel analytical techniques, allowing probing the
interface between tissues and implants at different length scales (macro
to nano) in a correlative manner. Microscopy and spectroscopy in
conjunction with specialized sample preparation techniques is key focus
to gain more knowledge in fundamental processes in bone formation
around implantable materials.

Anders Palmquist
Associate Professor

He has an interest in expanding into large scale research facilities to
further complement the analytical strategies to understand the structural
buildup of bone tissue around materials.

Email:
anders.palmquist@biomaterials.gu.se

My research interests concern the development and application of solidstate nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy to materials.
Solid-state NMR is an efficient tool for the characterization of inorganic
materials that are either crystalline or exhibit structural or compositional
disorder, including diamagnetic organometallic complexes, inorganic
frameworks, and battery materials. In combination with other techniques,
NMR can provide unique insights into the analysis of the reaction
mechanism of catalysts, the description of surface chemistry processes,
and in the characterization of molecular binding.

Andrew Pell

Assistant Professor
Email:
andrew.pell@mmk.su.se

Paramagnetic metal ions are present at the active sites of many catalytic
and electrochemical processes, and are the key constituents of many new
versatile materials. As such they have a tremendous impact on industry,
energy, and the environment. Our aim is to understand and explain
the macroscopic properties of these materials in terms of their atomic/
molecular three-dimensional structure and composition.
Our research in this area is the development and application of new
solid-state NMR methods to provide a robust tool for characterizing
systems containing paramagnetic metal ions down to the molecular or
atomic level, and therefore to provide a link between the structure and
the bulk properties of such paramagnetic systems. To achieve this aim
we combine our new solid-state NMR techniques with novel theoretical
and computational methods.
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My research filed is involved in nanocarbon chemistry and
supramolecular chemistry. Recent achievement is development of
near infrared photoluminescent (NIR PL) nanomaterials through local
chemical functionalization of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs).
The locally functionalized SWNTs (lf-SWNTs) have limited amount
of modified sites producing new emissive sites that show red-shifted
PL with enhanced quantum yields. Our approach is based on chemical
modification using designed molecules to create molecularly-designed
modified sites on the tubes, leading to modulation of NIR PL properties
of lf-SWNTs. For example, largely red-shifted PL with over 270 nmStokes shift appears by modification with bisfunctional modifiers and
dynamic wavelength shift of the PL is achieved through molecular
recognition at the modified sites using boronic acid and sugar binding.
The molecular design approach is also applied for other nanocarbon
syntheses, in which hetero atom-doped porous carbons are synthesized
from covalent organic frameworks that have molecularly ordered
network structures.
Recent Publications
1) Chem. Commun., 52, 12972, 2016; 2) Sci. Rep., 6, 28393, 2016; 3) J.
Phys. Chem. C, 120, 15632, 2016; 4) Chem. Eur. J., 22, 4774, 2016; 5)
Chem. Lett., 44, 1488, 2015; 6) Polym. Chem., 6, 5103, 2015; 7) RSC
Adv., 5, 86558, 2015; 8) Chem. Lett., 44, 560, 2015; 9) J. Am. Chem.
Soc., 136, 15925, 2014; 10) Faraday Discuss., 170, 385-394, 2014; 11)
Chem. Asian J., 9, 218, 2014.

The biointerface is created when a biomolecule (e.g., DNA, RNA,
protein, antibody), and membranes, viruses, or cells touches solid
surfaces such as inorganic, synthetic polymer, or bio-inspired materials.
The aim of our study on biointerface science is to understand and
control the behavior of such biological objects on the surfaces. We are
developing the highly functional medical devices for artificial organ,
for medical diagnosis, for regeneration medicine by design of the
biointerface.

Madoka Takai
Professor

Email:
takai@bis.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp
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Associate Professor
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Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have been widely used in power devises.
For further expanding usage of LIBs, improving safety and energy
density are required. We have focused on ionic liquids, which are liquid
salts at room temperature. They have many useful properties such as
non-volatility, non-flammability, and high ionic conductivity. However,
their lithium transference number is low value below 0.4. In order to
improve such drawback, we have synthesized ionic-liquid derivatives
that make their own component ions to immobilize under a potential
gradient. One candidate is the zwitterion structure in which both cation
and anion units attach to the parent molecules. Other candidate is organic
ionic plastic crystal. Organic ionic plastic crystals are attractive materials
as fast ion conductors due to their partly liquid-like degrees of freedom,
which leads to high small-ion mobility, especially the lithium ion and
proton, when these ions are doped into the plastic crystalline phase.
We have synthesized organic ionic plastic crystals composed of onium
cations and organic or inorganic anions as a new class of electrolyte
materials.

Reza Younesi is assistant professor at the Ångström Advanced Battery
Centre (ÅABC) at Uppsala University. He obtained PhD in 2012 and
Docent in 2017 in chemistry with specialization in inorganic chemistry.
His current research focuses on “future batteries” with novel and
challenging chemistries beyond rechargeable Li-ion batteries, which
includes metal-oxygen, sodium-ion and magnesium batteries.

Reza Younesi

Assistant Professor
Email:
reza.younesi@kemi.uu.se
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Georgia Destouni is Professor of Hydrology and Head of the Department
of Physical Geography at Stockholm University, Sweden. Her research
focuses on hydrology, water resources and their natural and humandriven changes in quantity-availability and quality on different scales
and in various parts of the world, up to continental and global scale. Her
research interests include water-related changes to terrestrial and aquatic
ecosystems and ecosystem services, and the interactions of inland waters
- and through them also of coastal-marine waters - with climate change,
urbanisation and other human change drivers in the landscape. The
latter include the water-energy-food nexus, and point, diffuse and legacy
sources of water pollution and eutrophication. Among many national and
international assignments and commissions of trust, she was the former
Secretary General of The Swedish Research Council Formas, and is
currently Vice President of the International Association of Hydrological
Sciences (IAHS) and member of the scientific advisory committee
of Science Europe. Professor Destouni is fellow of the American
Geophysical Union (AGU), Henry Darcy medallist of the European
Geosciences Union (EGU), and member of the Royal Swedish Academy
of Sciences and of the Royal Swedish Academy of Engineering Sciences.

Shigenori Fujikawa has been working on surface nanofabrication
for creation of functional nanomaterials, showing unique optical and
chemical properties. Currently, his main area of researches are to create
functional free-standing nanomembranes which have free-standing
property and nanometer thickness with large lateral size (more than a
few centimeter scale). Especially, he is now interested in developing a
free-standing nanomembrane for CO2 separation in order to enhance
CO2 permeability even at low pressure difference.

Shigenori Fujikawa
Associate Professor

Email:
fujikawa.shigenori.137@
m.kyushu-u.ac.jp
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Björn-Ola Linnér is professor in Environmental Change and at the
Centre for Climate Science and Policy Research at Linköping University,
Sweden. He is also a Stockholm Environment Institute Associate,
affiliated to the Stockholm office, as well as an associate research fellow
at the Institute for Science, Innovation and Society (InSIS) at Oxford
University. He is also programme director for Mistra Geopolitics. He is
a member of the Research Council of the Swedish Environmental
Protection Agency.

Björn-Ola Linnér
Professor

Email:
bjorn-ola.linner@liu.se

His research focuses on international policy-making on climate change
and sustainable development objectives; transnational governance, and
methods for policy analysis and dialogue. Published books include
among others The Return of Malthus: Environmentalism and Postwar
Population–Resource Crises, Whitehorse Press, and the co-authored The
Political Economy of Climate Change Adaptation on Palgrave
Macmillan.

As senior adviser to the Vice-Chancellor on Sustainability issues my
research interests are broad in the Sustainability area. Representing
the very broad competence at Uppsala University with relevant
research focusing many aspects within Sustainable Development. My
personal scientific background is meteorology, with research focusing
understanding of the climate system (climate change, air-sea interaction
and the carbon cycle).

Anna Rutgersson
Professor

Email:
anna.rutgersson@met.uu.se
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Hidetoshi Sekiguchi has been vice president for international affairs
at Tokyo Institute of Technology (Tokyo Tech) since 2014. Steering
the planning and implementation of international activities conducted
on an Institute-wide basis, Sekiguchi is responsible for Tokyo Tech’s
participation in a wide range of projects and programs including TAISTTokyo Tech (Thailand) and E-JUST (Egypt), management of the
Institute’s overseas offices, and collaborations through international
consortia, including the ASPIRE League and AEARU. He concurrently
serves as professor at the School of Materials and Chemical Technology.

Hidetoshi Sekiguchi
Professor

Email:
hsekiguc@chemeng.titech.ac.jp

Sekiguchi joined Tokyo Tech as assistant professor in 1990 after
completing his doctoral degree in chemical engineering at the Institute.
He became associate professor in 1996 and professor in 2010.
From 1996 to 1997, Professor Sekiguchi was dispatched to Thammasat
University in Thailand as advisor of engineering education under the
Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA), and from 2000 to 2001,
he was visiting professor at McGill University in Canada. He previously
chaired the Graduate School of Engineering's International Cooperation
Office and led the committee on international engineering research
exchanges.
Sekiguchi's research interests include the development of innovative
reaction processes for energy and environmental issues using plasma,
ultrasound, and molten salts.

Tielong Shen
Professor

Email:
tetu-sin@sophia.ac.jp

Tielong Shen is a Full Professor in control engineering at Sophia
University, Tokyo, Japan. He received his PhD degree in Mechanical
Engineering from Sophia University 1992, and joined Sophia University
as Assistant Professor with Tenure in April 1992, where he is currently
chairing Shen Laboratory. His research interests include control theory
and applications in automotive powertrain systems, power systems, and
mechanical systems. In 2005, his laboratory founded transient control
engine testbench and started long-term academic-industrial collaborative
research on advanced engine control technology with Toyota automotive
Corporation. Recently, his publication “Transient Control of Gasoline
Engines” (CRC Press, 2015) is focused much attention in the research
field of automotive control. Dr. Shen has author/co-authored eleven
text books in Japanese, English and Chinese, respectively, and has
published more than 150 research papers in peer-reviewed major
journals. He has served SICE, TCCT of CAA, IFAC and IEEE as Chair/
vice-chair including General Chair of SICE&CCC2015, IPC Chair of
IFAC AAC2016 etc. He is currently a member of the IEEE Technical
Committee on Automotive Control and IFAC Technical Committee on
Automotive System Control.
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Toshinori Tsuru received his Dr. Eng. in 1991 from The University
of Tokyo. After working at The University of Tokyo and Hiroshima
University as a research associate and an associate professor,
respectively, he was promoted to a full professor in 2006.
He has been working on membrane science and technology for more
than 30 years. His research experience started with nanofiltration
in terms of membrane preparation and the transport mechanism of
electrolytes through charged porous membranes. His research on NFs
is one of the pioneering works, and have been cited more than several
hundred times.

Toshinori Tsuru
Professor

Email:
tsuru@hiroshima-u.ac.jp

After moving to Hiroshima University, his interest has expanded
to inorganic membranes, including preparation, characterization,
transport mechanism, and the applications to various fields. Recently,
he successfully developed a highly permeable hydrogen separation
membrane with hydrogen permeance of 10-5 mol m-2 s-1 Pa-1.
He was a principal investigator of CREST (Core Research for
Evolutionary Science and Technology) for Development of ROBUST
reverse osmosis (RO)/nanofiltration (NF) membranes for various types
of water resources. (2012.10-2017.3), and has been appointed as a
distinguished professor since 2015 at Hiroshima University.
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Dr Åsa Davidsson is employed as Senior Lecturer at the Department
of Chemical Engineering at Lund University, working in the Water and
Environmental group. She has worked with different research projects
concerning waste or wastewater treatment, with main focus on biogas
production through anaerobic treatment. She has a lot of experimental
experience from operation of lab-scale and pilot-scale facilities for
anaerobic digestion. A large part of the research is done in collaboration
with the industry, e.g. municipal water and waste companies, suppliers,
consultants or research associations. An important research field is
sludge treatment, where her activities have involved improved sludge
digestion and pre-treatment to produce more biogas, but also to improve
the sludge quality by removal of pathogens and micropollutants. Another
urban waste of interest for biogas production is food waste, which has
been studied in several research projects both concerning anaerobic
digestion processes (including co-digestion) and how to sort it out and
pre-treat it before the digestion process. Recent years have involved
several projects on “new” sustainable systems in the city infrastructure to
ensure re-use of nutrients and energy from waste streams, e.g. evaluation
of tank-connected kitchen grinders and sewage sorting systems. Åsa
is also involved in research on energy efficient wastewater treatment
processes, aiming at re-use of nutrients and energy.

I am interested in the study of ecological interactions in the marine
environment using molecular tools. The field of molecular ecology has
exploded with the advent of new sequencing technologies in the past ten
years, and I work broadly with understanding how marine organisms
adapt to their local environment, how they disperse across the vast
oceanic expanses and how trophic interactions in marine food webs
are affected by environmental changes, both by direct effects of for
example pollutants but also by changes in ecological interactions such as
competition and predation.

Pierre De Wit

Postdoctoral Research Fellow
Email:
pierre.de_wit@marine.gu.se

The goal of my current work is to find out how marine animals are
affected genetically when they are exposed to environmental changes
such as ocean acidification, warming or changes in salinity, which
will hopefully allow us to identify genotypes which are tolerant to the
predicted environment. In order to do this, I use new DNA sequencing
technologies to scan their genomes for differences that confer tolerance
to environmental change.
I am currently involved in several different projects. For example, I am
coordinating a genome assembly project and investigating the genetics
behind tolerance to low salinity in the ecologically important species
Idotea balthica. I also work in several projects investigating the shell
formation mechanisms in larval oysters, which have as an ultimate goal
to be able to breed oysters which are more tolerant to future changes in
ocean chemistry.
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I am an associate professor at Nagoya university, Japan. My research
interest is energy management systems utilizing a plug-in electric
vehicles. Plug-in electric vehicles are increasing the storagecapacity and
extending the sales over the world. They will be promising technology
for future. The vehicles can not only work as a mobility but also as
storage for a household or a building electricity. Dr. Inagaki proposes
a control method of charge/discharge of in-vehicles battery based on
optimization. In addition, the research field is expanding to a method
to predict of daily car use, an aggregation of HEMSs, and a car-sharing
system. I am glad if we can discuss about novel applications in which
plug-in vehicles are utilized for energy systems.

Shinkichi Inagaki
Associate Professor

Email:
inagaki@nagoya-u.jp

Eduardo Infantes
Assistant Professor

Email:
eduardo.infantes@marine.gu.se

I am an Assistant Professor at the Department of Marine Sciences at
Gothenburg University based in Kristineberg Station in the West coast of
Sweden. My research group at the Seagrass Ecology Lab examines biophysical interactions that affect benthic ecosystems with key projects
focusing on coastal restoration, ecological feedbacks, tipping points
and plant-sediment-flow interactions. During the last years I have
been developing new innovative restoration methods for submerged
vegetation aimed for coastal managers. I am interested in performing
basic research that can be later applied by the society, as a result, the
new restoration methods are today being applied by the Swedish Port
Authorities and marine consultants. I am also developing predictive tools
to identify ecosystem tipping points by combining field data, laboratory
experiments and numerical modeling.
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Fernando Jaramillo is a civil Engineer that has worked in the coalmining sector and environmental consultancy in his home country
Colombia. After a 180-degree turn in life, he decided to start a venturing
quest into hydrologic and water resources research. He holds a M.Sc. in
Civil Engineering (McGill University) and a PhD in Physical Geography
(Stockholm University), the latter obtained in 2015 and focused in
hydrology and water resources. He has attributed and quantified
historical human impacts on water resources and hydroclimate at the
global scales from activities such as rain-fed and irrigated agriculture,
forestry and flow regulation by dams.

Fernando Jaramillo
Researcher

Email:
fernando.jaramillo@natgeo.
su.se

Zahra Kalantari
Researcher

Email:
zahra.kalantari@natgeo.su.se

After finishing his PhD degree, he became a temporary postdoctoral
researcher at the Department of Department of Biological and
Environmental Sciences, University of Gothenburg to study the
interaction between forest development and hydroclimate in Northern
regions.

Dr Zahra Kalantari is a Research Area Co-Leader of Bolin Centre for
Climate Research and Senior Researcher at Stockholm University.
She has a broad interest in Nature-Based Solutions for sustainable
land management and development. Her Special field of research is
in climate and land use changes affecting hydrological responses and
infrastructures, flood risk assessment, strategic water management,
nature-based solutions and climate change adaptation. Zahra has an
extensive experience in the combination of science and application
to manage current and mitigate future water related impacts on
transport infrastructure. She has created an extensive network of
contacts efficiently used for cooperation with academia nationally and
internationally as well as with authorities and stakeholders and decision
makers such as Swedish Transport Administration (TRV), Swedish Civil
Contingencies Agency (MSB), Swedish Geotechnical Institute (SGU),
Swedish Forest Agency and Swedish meteorological and hydrological
institute (SMHI). With experience as a researcher, project manager,
resident engineer and resource manager, she is highly skilled at working
on a number of prestigious national and EU projects and being author of
numerous reports on applied research, consultancy projects and scientific
papers. Zahra has an active collaboration with researchers in Europe,
North America, Eastern Africa, and Middle East and regularly convenes
planning and management sessions at international meetings.
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Dr. Kiyofumi Katagiri is an associate professor of Graduate School of
Engineering in Hiroshima University. He received his B.Eng. degree
from Osaka Prefecture University, and his Ph.D. degree from Nara
Institute of Science and Technology. He spent two years as a postdoctoral
fellow at The University of Melbourne. He stayed at Nagoya University
as an assistant professor for 5 years. He joined Hiroshima University
in 2011 and was promoted to the associate professor in 2014. He was
also appointed as a program officer of the Grant-in-Aid for Scientific
Research in the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science
and Technology, Japan for 2 years. He is currently selected as the
"Distinguished Researcher" in Hiroshima University. He received D.
R. Ulrich Award from the International Sol-Gel Society in 2007, and
the CerSJ Awards for advancements in ceramic science and technology
from the Ceramic Society of Japan (CerSJ) in 2009. His current main
research interests include development of novel synthetic strategy
for photocatalytic materials for the generation of hydrogen energy
via water splitting, including mixed-anion compounds (e.g., metal
oxynitrides) worked as visible-light responsive photocatalysts. He
has also been working on bioinspired materials and organic-inorganic
nanohybrid materials based on sol–gel technology, colloid chemistry,
and supramolecular chemistry.

I'm Masaru Kato of an assistant professor at Hokkaido University,
Japan. My research interests focus on developing electrocatalysts for
polymer electrolyte fuel cells, visible-light-driven water splitting and
denitrification applications. To develop highly efficient electrocatalysts,
I'm really interested in bio-inspired approaches. Metalloenzymes
generally show high catalytic activity and metalloenzymatic reactions
occur at their reaction centers of metal complexes protected by
polypeptide chains. Mimicking such reaction centers will allow us to
develop highly efficient artificial electrocatalyts. We use electrochemical
techniques coupled with spectroscopic techniques including surfaceenhanced IR absorption spectroscopy and X-ray absorption spectroscopy
to understand enzymatic reaction mechanisms. The mechanistic insights
obtained there are used to design and develop artificial electrocatalysts
based on coordination compounds, metal (alloy) nano-architectures and
metal-doped carbon.
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I am an assistant professor in department of civil and environmental
engineering, Hiroshima University. My background is environmental
engineering, especially water supply, wastewater treatment, and
environmental microbiology. Main research interests are (1) costeffective wastewater treatment with focus on membrane technology and
anaerobic ammonium oxidation (anammox) process, (2) ecology and
physiology of nitrogen-cycling microorganisms with focus on nitrifying
bacteria and anammox bacteria, (3) microbiology of wastewater
treatment, (4) molecular and isotopic techniques to investigate
uncultured microorganisms.

Tomonori Kindaichi
Assistant Professor

Email:
tomokin@hiroshima-u.ac.jp

My research focuses on food webs, biodiversity and functioning of
aquatic ecosystems. I am particularly interested in their responses to
anthropogenic stressors (e.g. eutrophication, acidification, brownification,
atmospheric nitrogen deposition, etc.) and climate change. My studies
cover a broad range of ecosystems including coastal waters, rivers,
ponds and lakes, and I frequently apply ecological tracers such as fatty
acids and stable isotopes to investigate ecosystem processes and foodweb dynamics in the changing environment.

Danny Chun P Lau
Assistant Professor
Email:
danny.lau@umu.se
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Hiroki Nara received his PhD degree in electrochemistry from Waseda
University, Tokyo, Japan in 2008. He worked as a research associate
from 2007 to 2009 and as a junior researcher from 2009 to 2015 in
Waseda University. Currently, he is a researcher (associate professor)
in Waseda University. His research interests focus on development of
electrochemical energy devises such as silicon-based anode and sulfurbased cathode for lithium secondary batteries. Also, his research interests
focus on impedance analysis on structured reactive site, which cause a
reaction distribution in electrode depth direction, a different diffusion
length for lithium in solid, and a reaction distribution inner and outer
of particle aggregate, and diagnosis of electrochemical devices such as
lithium secondary battery and fuel cell.

Hiroki Nara

Associate Professor
Email:
h-nara@aoni.waseda.jp

Yvonne Nygård works as Assistant Professor in Cell Factory design
at the Division of Industrial Biotechnology at Chalmers University
of Technology. She has a special interest in metabolic engineering
and synthetic biology and her research aims to accelerate the designbuild-test cycle for making novel production hosts for converting
lignocellulosic (plant) biomass into sustainable fuels, materials or highvalue chemicals. Yvonne works with industrial microorganisms, in
particular Saccharomyces cerevisiae, focusing on developing this yeast
into a more robust, inhibitor-tolerant cell factory. In a recent research
line, Yvonne is interested in developing novel microbial biocatalysts that
are able to convert gaseous raw materials to hydrocarbons.

Yvonne Nygård
Assistant Professor

Email:
yvonne.nygard@chalmers.se
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Masaaki Sadakiyo is an assistant professor and working on utilization
of novel solid-state materials for energy-related devices in InternationalInstitute for Carbon-Neutral Energy Research in Kyushu University.
His research interest lies in novel ionic conductors, heterogeneous
catalysts, and flow electrolyzers for fuel production. He recently
focuses on preparation of hydroxide ion conductors and composite
catalysts using metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) as a new class of
porous materials. He synthesized novel ionic conductors using MOFs
(JACS 2014, 136, 7701-7707; JACS 2014, 13166-13169) including
hydroxide ion conductors (JACS 2014, 136, 1702-1705). Regarding the
composite catalysts, He has proposed a new efficient way to prepare
MOF composites loading metal nanoparticles (M/MOFs) by employing
arc plasma deposition (Chem. Commun. 2016, 52, 8385-8388), and tried
to clarify various support effects of MOFs on heterogeneous catalysis
(Chem. Commun. 2016, 53, 6720-6723). He also recently developed a
new flow-type electrolyzer for alcohol synthesis from carboxylic acid by
fabricating porous titanium dioxide catalysts directly grown on catalytic
electrode (J. Power Sources, submitted).

Dr. Takanori Tamaki (Associate Professor (Lecturer), Laboratory for
Chemistry and Life Science, Institute of Innovative Research, Tokyo
Institute of Technology) obtained his BS (2003), MS (2005), and PhD
(2008) in Engineering from The University of Tokyo (Japan). He was
a research fellow of Japan Society for the Promotion of Science (JSPS)
(2007-2009) and a postdoctoral researcher at California Institute of
Technology (2008-2009). He then became Assistant Professor (2009)
and Associate Professor (Lecturer) (2012) at Tokyo Tech. He received
a Young Scientist Gold Award from International Union of Materials
Research Societies-International Conference on Electronic Materials
(IUMRS-ICEM) 2012. His research includes enzymatic biological
fuel cells, DNA-conjugated stimuli responsive membranes, polymer
electrolyte fuel cells, solid alkaline fuel cells, and water electrolysis.
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Johan Thuvander, MSc and Researcher in Chemical Engineering, works
since 2012 with membrane processes in particular for the fractionation
of biomass and intensification of the ethanol fermentation process using
a continuous membrane bioreactor. Currently, his research focuses
on methods to improve recovery and purification of hemicelluloses,
an abundant sugar plant polymer which can be used in many product
applications. The hemicelluloses are produced from sustainable nonfeed competitive sources by utilizing agricultural residues and pulp mill
effluents. The aim of this work is to the develop a techno-economical
viable solution enabling the commercial utilisation of hemicellulose as a
bio-based material.

Johan Thuvander
Researcher

Email:
Johan.Thuvander@chemeng.
LTH.se

My research interests include stochastic system control, optimization of
dynamical system. From control theoretical viewpoint, new approaches
with mathematical analysis have been developed. Furthermore, the
control problems in automotive industry such as engine combustion
with the full-scale test-bench, hybrid electronics vehicle and after
treatment system are studied as application studies. These application
studies related to automotive are supervised and supported by Japanese
automotive companies. Besides, our laboratory is currently involved
in cross-ministerial Strategic Innovation promotion Program (SIP),
which is a national research program aiming at achieving 50% thermal
efficiency and emission improvement.

Mitsuru Toyoda
PhD Candidate

Email:
m-toyoda@eagle.sophia.ac.jp
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We are systematically designing and developing new materials from
the molecular level to the device level for energy, water and medical
technologies. The concrete target is fuel cell materials and devises, bioinspired membranes and sensors, and membranes for water treatments.
In the fuel cell systems, different components such as membrane,
catalysts, and catalyst layer share significant functions and work in
a well-coordinated manner, and hence, the total cell system must
be optimized for the best performance. The systematic design and
developing approaches concerning Polymer electrolyte fuel cells and
Solid alkaline fuel cells are proposing. Specifically, carbon free porous
Pt alloy capsules catalysts and durable anion-exchange membranes will
be discussed based on the approach.

Takeo Yamaguchi
Professor

Email:
yamag@res.titech.ac.jp

Education
Ph.D. The University of Tokyo, March, 1993
B.S. The University of Tokyo, March, 1988
Work experience
1993 – 1995 Postdoctoral Research Associate, Dept. of Chemical Eng.,
University of Colorado at Boulder, USA
1995 – 1998 Assistant Professor, Dept. of Chemical System Eng., The University
of Tokyo, Japan
1999 – 2007 Associate Professor, Dept. of Chemical System Eng., The
University of Tokyo, Japan
2007- 2015 Professor, Chemical Resources Laboratory, Tokyo Institute of
Technology
2016-present Professor, Institute of Innovative Research Laboratory, Tokyo
Institute of Technology

Miho Yamauchi joined International Institute for Carbon-Neutral Energy
Research (WPI-I2CNER), Kyushu University as a PI of Catalytic
Materials Transformation Division from 2012. Her research interests
involve hydrogen related properties of metal and alloy nanoparticles,
selective catalysis on the structure controlled nanoalloy catalysts and
materials development for efficient energy conversion.

Miho Yamauchi
Professor
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yamauchi@i2cner.kyushu-u.
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